National Pain Strategy

Pain Management for all Australians
Purpose of this document

The intended audiences for the National Pain Strategy are state and federal governments, funders, clinicians, consumers, researchers and research funders.

The recommendations contained in this Strategy have been developed through an independent process, including discussion at the National Pain Summit in March 2010.

The process included health professionals, consumers, funders and industry. It was led by the Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists, Faculty of Pain Medicine, Australian Pain Society, and Chronic Pain Australia in collaboration with inaugural supporters, the MBF Foundation and the University of Sydney Pain Management Research Institute.

Developed by the National Pain Summit initiative

Led by:
Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists
Faculty of Pain Medicine
Australian Pain Society
Chronic Pain Australia

In collaboration with inaugural supporters:
MBF Foundation
University of Sydney Pain Management Research Institute
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We wish to acknowledge the valuable role of GSB Consulting and Communications in the preparation of the Strategy.
Executive summary

One in five Australians, including children and adolescents, will suffer chronic pain in their lifetime and up to 80 per cent of people living with chronic pain are missing out on treatment that could improve their health and quality of life. The *High Price of Pain* report, conducted by Access Economics in collaboration with the MBF Foundation and the University of Sydney Pain Management Research Institute, estimated that chronic pain costs the Australian economy $34 billion per annum and is the nation’s third most costly health problem.

Yet a person with chronic pain — that is, constant daily pain for a period of three months or more in the past six months — faces the following:

- their condition is not officially recognised as a disease or a public health issue
- their family, friends, employers, schools and health professionals will often not believe they are in pain
- many health professionals will have received little or no training in how to treat their condition
- they may have to wait more than a year for an appointment at a service that can help them
- they have little access to community-based support
- their productivity at work may be lowered, which frequently leads to unemployment and impoverishment
- they are personally likely to carry more than half the total economic cost.

People with chronic pain are at substantially increased risk of depression, anxiety, physical deconditioning, poor self-esteem, social isolation and relationship breakdown. Their reduced physical function and mobility can lead to loss of independence, and they may not be diagnosed and treated for social anxieties that may have contributed to, or result from, their condition.

Children and adolescents with chronic pain are absent from school more often than their peers, and participate in fewer sporting activities. They may never reach their full academic or vocational potential.

People with cancer-related pain have their own particular needs which are often not well met, despite effective techniques being known to relieve their burden.

Acute pain — a normal, time-limited response to trauma, surgery or other ‘noxious’ experience — also continues to be poorly managed.

The National Pain Strategy, aimed at acute, chronic and cancer-related pain, is the result of collaborative work of health professionals, consumers and funders, who agreed that an integrated approach was needed to improve care for all types of pain.

The National Pain Strategy and the National Pain Summit were led by the Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists (ANZCA), the Faculty of Pain Medicine (FPM), the Australian Pain Society (APS) and the consumer group Chronic Pain Australia (CPA), in collaboration with inaugural supporters, MBF Foundation and the University of Sydney Pain Management Research Institute.

Unencumbered assistance was provided by Janssen-Cilag, Mundipharma, Pfizer Australia, CSL Biotherapies, Merck Sharp & Dohme, Medtronic, iNova Pharmaceuticals, Eli Lilly Australia, Boehringer-Ingelheim, University of Sydney School of Medicine, University of Sydney Northern Clinical School and Mr Alex Carmichael. These organisations and individuals were not involved in developing the Strategy.
A series of Working Groups developed the first draft of the National Pain Strategy, which was then brought to a Leaders’ Meeting involving key stakeholders, and further developed by a series of Reference Groups. The groups comprised representatives of all primary health care disciplines, pain specialists, other relevant medical specialists and consumers. The subsequent draft was released for public and stakeholder consultation in October 2009 and revised prior to the National Pain Summit in March 2010.

The Summit’s 200 delegates, representing health professionals, consumers, industry and funders, unanimously supported the National Pain Strategy and agreed on the priority objectives, as listed below.

The Strategy is offered at a time of national health reform, which, if implemented with the needs of people with pain in mind, could deliver many of the changes needed to improve outcomes. The Strategy is also aligned with the recommendations of the Prescription Opioid Policy, published in 2009 by the Royal Australasian College of Physicians. This is a remarkable opportunity to reduce the suffering, and the cost, of pain in Australia.

The case for change

Worldwide, governments are becoming aware of the huge impact chronic pain is having on their communities.

Ageing is associated with an increasing burden of painful pathology, the magnitude of which will rise with the ageing of Australia’s population.

About one in five of the increasing number of cancer survivors experience chronic pain, further adding to the overall burden.

There are potentially vast gains to be made through prevention, community awareness, early intervention, and better access to pain management services. An important facilitator of this is the fact that chronic pain is increasingly recognised as a disease entity by the relevant international bodies. This will ease the incorporation of chronic pain into disease classification systems and allow its burden on health care systems to be measured on an ongoing basis.

Acute pain associated with surgery, trauma and other conditions can result in adverse outcomes, including the risk of progression from acute to chronic pain. Strategies for improved management of acute pain and early recognition of patients at risk of developing chronic pain offer important preventative options in decreasing the prevalence of chronic pain.

In the case of cancer pain, less than 50 per cent of patients may receive effective relief, and acute pain is often similarly undertreated. This is despite the capability of current techniques to relieve more than 90 per cent of both types of pain. For chronic pain, less than 10 per cent of patients gain access to effective management, whereas up to 80 per cent could now be effectively cared for. In the first international study on chronic wounds, pain was identified as the worst symptom overall, with 40 per cent reporting that pain at dressing change was the worst part of living with an ulcer.

Geographical issues are also of concern as people living in regional, rural and remote areas, especially Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, generally have even less access to evidence-based pain services and community support.

It is particularly difficult for people with chronic pain to obtain effective care and support because chronic pain is poorly understood by the general community, including many health professionals.

Acute pain is understood by all to arise in damaged tissues. However in chronic pain, the pain arises because of neuroplastic changes in the central nervous system. This is very different to acute pain, and represents a disease in its own right. Chronic pain may follow an episode of acute pain, and thus may be triggered by tissue damage in the first instance, but the disease process is
fundamentally different in physiological terms. Moreover, chronic pain does not always originate in acute pain. It has many causes and sub-types.

Changes in the central nervous system may develop during a transition phase from acute to chronic pain. Encouragingly, we already have treatments that can prevent this transition. Some established cases of chronic pain may also be treated by targeting neuroplasticity in the central nervous system; in others, pain can be reduced, but not eliminated. Pain reduction may have general systemic benefits, for example, there is a relationship between pain, stress and delayed wound healing.\(^{21}\)

Even when pain cannot be taken away, however, its effects on daily living can be minimised by means of a wide range of pain management methods. The real task is to increase access to such treatments, and to address the social and cultural determinants of the pain experience.

In children and adolescents, chronic pain and recurrent pain (such as recurrent abdominal pain and headache) may be a manifestation of social anxieties, learning problems and difficulties in coping with emotion. Early intervention can result in resilience, improved academic performance and self-esteem, increased vocational potential and reduced disability. Learning coping strategies early in life through effective pain management may be helpful when faced with adversity later in life.

Expert consensus and a growing body of research says that best-practice pain management often requires coordinated interdisciplinary assessment and management involving, at a minimum, physical, psychological, and environmental risk factors in each patient.\(^{22}\)

This is the model of care offered in specialist multidisciplinary pain clinics. But these clinics have unacceptably long waiting lists, and are poorly integrated with primary health care and community-based services.\(^{23}\)

At the same time, current reimbursement and insurance arrangements are such that outmoded treatments with limited evidence of efficacy, including some invasive procedures, are often favoured over less invasive treatments with evidence of efficacy.\(^{24}\) Some treatments provided are not based on evidence, but funding. This risks overtreatment by inappropriate methods and therefore additional costs for sub-optimal outcomes.\(^{25}\)

In addition, while community-based self-management programs have been shown to be effective for other chronic conditions such as arthritis, there has been no infrastructural funding for such programs in relation to chronic pain.

Australia is, in many ways, a world leader in pain management. Pain Medicine and Palliative Medicine are established in Australia as independent medical specialties, and our research and education programs are internationally recognised.

The need is to translate what we know about what works into effective delivery of pain management across the health care system.
Mission, Goals, and Priority objectives as agreed by the National Pain Summit

Mission

To improve quality of life for people with pain and their families, and to minimise the burden of pain on individuals and the community.

Goal 1: People in pain as a national health priority

Recognition and optimal management for people in pain will be pursued as a national health priority. This includes people experiencing acute pain, sub-acute pain, chronic pain and pain associated with cancer.

The economic cost of sub-optimal management of pain will be reduced, for people with pain, carers, families and the community.

Priority objectives

- Establish a national body involving all stakeholder groups to identify partnerships, framework and resources required to build capacity and deliver the proposed outcomes of the National Pain Strategy
- De-stigmatise the predicament of people with pain, especially chronic non-cancer pain
- Achieve federal and state government recognition of chronic pain as a chronic disease in its own right

Goal 2: Knowledgeable, empowered and supported consumers

People with pain, their carers and other supporters will have the knowledge and confidence to seek appropriate advice, education and/or treatment to enable them to better understand and manage their pain.

The social, economic and regulatory environment (i.e. employers, legal systems, compensation systems, insurance bodies, and government agencies) will provide a compassionate, empathic and well-informed framework to support people in pain.

Educational and management initiatives for people with pain, carers and other supporters will be developed and evaluated in collaboration with consumers and carers.

Priority objectives

- Improve community understanding of the nature of chronic pain and best practice management
- Provide easily accessible information and support programs to assist people with pain, carers and other supporters, and practitioners to understand and be more proactively involved in managing pain
Goal 3: Skilled professionals and best-practice evidence-based care

People with pain will have timely access to best-practice, evidence-based assessment and care.

Comprehensive education and training in pain management will give medical, nursing and allied health professionals in the public and private sectors the knowledge and resources to deliver such care. Education in the biopsychosocial processes underpinning acute and chronic pain will give health professionals an accurate conceptualisation of pain and underpin care.

Consumer expertise will be included in the development of professional education materials.

At the end of their lives, all Australians will die with their preventable pain and other symptoms well managed, in the place of choice for them and their families.

Priority objectives

- Train and support health practitioners in best practice pain assessment and management
- Establish and promote systems and guidelines to ensure adequate management of acute, chronic and cancer pain

Goal 4: Access to interdisciplinary care at all levels

People with pain will have timely access to effectively coordinated care and support, as close as possible to where they live.

People with pain will have access to an interdisciplinary team of appropriately skilled practitioners, (virtual or actual), both in community and in hospital settings.

Health services for people with pain will be developed and evaluated in collaboration with consumers.

Priority objectives

- Develop and evaluate patient-centred service delivery and funding models for pain management in the community which provide interdisciplinary assessment, care and support as a part of comprehensive primary health care centres and services
- Ensure meaningful communication about pain management between practitioners and patients, and between practitioners
Goal 5: Quality improvement and evaluation

Outcomes in pain management will be enhanced through a quality improvement process using measurement of outcomes, evaluation and feedback.

The health care system will facilitate the judicious, appropriate, safe and effective use of pain medicines and technologies.

Quality improvement and evaluation initiatives for people with pain will be developed in collaboration with consumers.

Priority objectives

- Ensure quality use of medicines for pain management in the community and improve systems to detect and manage unsanctioned use
- Improve standards in pain management by developing national benchmarking of outcomes of pharmacological and non-pharmacological pain management interventions

Goal 6: Research

A research agenda for pain will be developed to identify and address the gaps in knowledge and practice.

Research into the clinical, social and economic aspects of pain will be supported by appropriate funding.

Translation and dissemination strategies will ensure implementation of research results into practice and policy.

Research findings will be communicated to consumers, with particular attention to health literacy issues.

Priority objectives

- Enable pain research at a national level
- Identify information gaps underpinning all National Pain Strategy objectives

Detailed strategies supporting these priority objectives and others are listed in the Strategic Action Plan.
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